
Other News:

Neil has bought David Harley's carbon fibre Seawind 
and sailed it around for a while. He then discovered 
that it leaked like a sieve and put it away again. For 
racing Neil borrowed my old 01, which didn't do as 
well in the heavy winds that it had done previously in 
the light. David still has his ABS '10'.

Neil also had a problem in the morning when sailing 
his Electron. The main sheet caught under his cabin 
roof and, with the power of the high wind, pulled this 
out from its fixings and tossed it into the pond to be 
never seen again. He says that there are three of his 
Electron cabin roofs in the pond, plus some from 
other boats.

State of the Pond:
The summer heat has brought some rubbish up 
from the pond bottom. The SW wind was blowing 
this under the bridge from the lower pond right 

across the middle of the sailing pond. It also 
included pine needles,cabbage tree leaves and 
sundry other material.

Divisional Changes:

A Harry Bowles
B Gary Irwin
B Terry O'Neil
B Allen Reynolds
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It wasn't much like summer, the wind was 
blowing from the south-west and was gusting 
quite strongly at times. I measured 18 knots but 
it could have been more than that during racing. 
At other times it dropped away to nothing.

On the wind and laying down.

The boisterous conditions led to quite a few 
collisions and loss of control. In particular on the 
downwind legs a gust could drive the boat under 
or, when the boom touched the water, make it 
round up uncontrollably.

Bruce took the best of the results with three 
wins, a 2nd place, and an assessed win for a 
total of 6 points. This is the best day score for 
some time and give him a good start to the 
series.

Next best score was Kevin Webb with 11 from a 
string of 2nd places and a 3rd, most of these 
being just behind Bruce.

Gary won one race - a scratch race, justifying his 
move to B division. Peter Andrews and John 
Dowler also had race wins, Peter getting 3rd 
best day score while John shared fourth best 
score with Gary.

Rounding the mark in bunches.
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